PRESIDENT’S NOTE Feb 2022 - # 142
Dear Porschephiles
Chinese New Year have come and gone, and another year of subdued celebrations. But it is alright for the good of everyone.
1.0 Welcoming the Tiger
SDAP, like everyone else, welcomed the Tiger at Porsche Center Sungai Besi. It is good that there was some relaxation of the
SOP rules as the Lion dances were allowed for the duration of the new year. Refreshingly different, and we can feel the
normality slowly coming back to life in general.

2.0 PCM CNY
It's been quite some time since we had a proper CNY celebration. This year, we drove up to Genting to have a New Year lunch
there. It is a reboot of everything again, and it feels great. Special carparking arranged, with a good lunch.
Choy Sun was there together with our pink PCM lions. Driving all the way up Genting is enjoyable with 25 Porsches. 50 pax
attended. Thanks Chace and Jason for making this possible. Mike and Edwin for the video and picture management.
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3.0 Night Drives
It is not always that we have night drives, but on the times that we did, it was always enjoyable. A slight drizzle dampened things
on the way to Putrajaya. If you have drove through Putrajaya's lighted bridges at night, it is worth the journey itself. Criss
crossing Putrajaya and all its precincts, Dato Sri Tai did a very comprehensive recce with Mike Toh. The 25 of us enjoyed much

4.0 PCM Golf
It have become a very regular feature of PCM life style, and this month, it has held at Awana. There is no limit to the number of
flights, but monthly events average 5 flights. PCM annual golf however, have attracted as many as 20 flights. Mervin Pang
manage this. Thank you.
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5.0 PCM Morning drive
This month, it is to Goh Tong Jaya, or GTJ. We have been driving this route via the old back routes for more than 20 years. It's
easy drive, but a bit challenging through narrow roads. Excellent to stretch Sunday morning legs. Thanks Eldred.

6.0 Track night
A non-exclusive track day with other like-minded supercars, Sepang South Paddock saw 10 PCM members enjoying a night
track session. Due to the SOPs, we are limited to very low numbers of participants. Night lighting have improved enormously
trackside as compared to our early days of the Merdeka Millennium Endurance (MME) races when the track is near pitch black
other than the lights from the cars.
Tan Tai Ming gets the credit for pulling this off.

7.0 Craft beer
PCM was invited to this place that imports and retails craft beers. These are customized beers, and crafted to certain flavors
and alcohol content. Farmers Bar at Kota Damansara organized by Dicky Han
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8.0 Porsche Scale Models.
For those who are not aware, Porsche scale models have lots of collectors worldwide.
There are new current models as well as limited edition numbered classics. Those can get rather expensive, especially if they
are scale models of winning race cars signed by the race drivers.

9.0 New 959?
Porsche have tried reincarnation of past greats. The 935 is a prime example where the demand is absolutely stunning. The 959
should be another crazy reincarnation. Think of an expensive Porsche, multiply it by 10 times. That should be at least that price.

10.0 917
On the subject of rare Porsches, the 917K is up there amongst the rarest of the rarest. First win in LeMans in 1970, beating the
Ford GT 40 and Ferrari 512 LM, it is one of the most beautiful cars ever built. Steve McQueen starred in the Movie 'LeMan'
which actually used footage of the 1971 race itself. I always wondered about the crashes though. Now, looking at the last 917K
ever built, in pristine condition, it is the stuff of dreams.

Porschephiles, stay safe, dream on your next Porsche, it will come true.
Dato Derrick Lim
President
Key Soon Yue
President Emeritus /Advisor
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